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Gadynvali. His prose was more elastic than Govardhan-
rarn's, and was distinguished by a stately rhetoric. His
sonorous sentences were piled up with great effect With a
judicious use of Samskrta words he carried the language
to great heights of eloquence. He gave a new turn to the
essay; he made it a learned discourse, or an incisive
polemic bearing down the reader's doubts by the combined
force of reasoning and rhetoric. He was a great student
of literature with a sure eye for literary beauty; and his
robust and vigorous cutlock imparted a new tone to
criticism.
He stood out as the philosophic exponent of orthodoxy.
The new was flimsy, unstable, soul-less, devoid of beauty.
The old was built en nrxn foundations of self-discipline, on
comprehensive vision, on the reality of Ved£nta, on the
unity of Yoga. The ignorant might attack it, the half-hearted
might try to find its justification. But those who understood
it knew its changeless essentials. And he did not say this
with the partial knowledge of a pangita; for, he had studied
the thought both of the East and the West And in no
uncertain voice, he^ spoke to modern Gujarata of the
glorious heritage of Aryan thought, of its undying strength,
of the ideals for which it stood. His message was * No
surrender to the West'; and many in Gujarata heard in it
the battle-cry of the future.
Balashankar Ullasram (18594898) adopted the poetic
attitudes of Hafez and some other Persian poets and had
a transient popularity. His work Klanta Kavi (1907) Is
a literary curiosity. Harilal Harshadrai Dhruva (1858-1896),
the author of KunjavihSra (1896), was a scholar and a
poet. Some of his poems are still cherished, but more for
their patriotic fervour than for their literary art, which
was moulded on that of Narmad.
IX
But the most formidable figure of the period under
survey/is Narsinhrao, Bholanath Sarabhai Divatia's son
(born 1859). His works include KusumanOtfa, The Garland
of Flowers (1887), Hrdayavina, The Heart's Lute (1896) and
Nupura-jhankSra, The Jingling Anklets, (1914) being
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